CIRCULAR MEMO


****

In the letter cited, the Principal, J.N Government Polytechnic, Ramanthapur, Hyderabad, has sought permission for the NCC Cadets of the Institution to attend various NCC camps of Local, State and National Level as part of their NCC Curriculum and to treat the above participation by the NCC Cadets as attendance for Bio-matric attendance purposes.

2. In this connection, after careful consideration of the matter, permission is hereby accorded to treat the participation of NCC Cadets of Government Polytechnics in various NCC camps of Local, State and National Level as attendance for Bio-matric attendance purposes, provided the NCC cadets submit to the respective Principals of the Institutions the Certificate of NCC Camp Attendance from the NCC Office. The Principals of the Institutions shall take necessary action accordingly, under intimation to the Secretary, State Board of Technical Education and Training.

3. The receipt of this Memo shall be acknowledged.
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